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should not choose to give their consent, then If they are still to be held for the fulfillment of the contract their consent to such changes must be purchased, the same as must be done with the principal himself as provided for in the specifications or contract Because of this common oversight and the resulting relief of these sureties, or of their opposition to allowing changes to be made in case they are consulted, it Is becoming customary to provide some other kind of guarantee of fulfillment, other than that of personal sureties.
11.    Contracts Opposed to Public Policy.    These contracts may relate to   all   such   acts as may be shown to be detrimental to the public welfare.    Such   as acts which would tend to injure the  public service, or to" obstruct the course of justice, or to encourage litigation, or as have an   Immoral tendency, or as will restrain the freedom of trade, or as will diminish   the   security   of property and   life.    AH Mich contracts in general have no immediate bearing upon the work of engineers they will not be further enlarged upon here.   There is, however, a class of agreements commonly entered into by the principals to an   engineering contract which are   often construed  in  the courts as against the public policy, which  will be discussed  in the following article,
12.    Agreements   Which Refer  to Arbitration.
The following discussion of this subject is taken bodily from Law son on Contracts, being article $iiS of that work.
**An agreement that matters which have arisen or may arise between the parties shall be reform! to an arbitrator or arbitrators is not binding and either paity may have rrcour.sc to the courts notwithstanding it. The reason of the rule is by .some traced to the jealousy of thecouits and a desire to rrptesh any attempt to encroach on the excliiMvenrss of their jurisdiction, and by others to an aveision on the pait of the* courts from reason of public polity to sanction con>ra«'ts by which the protection which the law aiiords the citi/on is renotnsred,
'Mint when a contiact contain •» a condition \\hah provides that disputes arising out of it shall be referred to arbitration, 2

